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INTRODUCTION 
The EEAC workshops in the fall of 2017 present the first major opportunity for Councilors to form expectations 
and an overall vision for how the 2019-2021 plan will differ from the current 2016-2018 plan. The Mass Save® 
residential programs have been tremendously successful, with national recognition from entities including the 
American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy and ENERGY STAR® and, more importantly, billions of 
dollars in benefits realized for Massachusetts ratepayers.  

The new three-year project cycle presents the opportunity for a turning point, as it coincides with significant 
changes in the residential energy efficiency market. The primary change is the expected transition of EISA 
covered lighting from being a core driver of program activity and electric savings in Residential, Multi-family, Small 
C&I and Low Income sectors to no longer offering claimable savings in the electric energy efficiency programs. 
Other factors to be considered in the current planning process include a changing consumer marketplace that 
expects greater access to on-demand and self-service options in virtually every market sector and growing public 
policy focus on integrating energy efficiency programs with approaches that achieve objectives for demand 
response and climate change mitigation.  

The key question for Councilors in the residential planning workshops and for the Program Administrators (PAs) 
as they work to develop the 2019-2021 plan is the following: Will we shrink the residential programs by removing 
lighting savings and benefits while relying on incremental improvements made to our existing framework? Or, will 
we seize the opportunity presented by the significant loss in lighting savings and the potential to leverage other 
market, technological and policy developments to continue to innovate the residential program framework toward 
the state of the art in program design and delivery while maintaining a national leadership position? 

This briefing document prepared by the Consultants for the September 26 workshop will outline for Councilors the 
elements and implications of these two scenarios for the residential sector and is intended to serve as a resource 
regarding residential considerations for the three-year planning process.  While many of the issues and 
opportunities apply as well to the low income sector, specific implications for that sector will be treated in a 
separate briefing document and workshop (December 5), as will more specific end use- and measure-related 
enhancement opportunities within the residential sector (October 24). 

STAYING ON THE CURRENT COURSE WILL SHRINK THE RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS 
For many years, residential lighting has been an inexpensive and plentiful source of electric savings for the 
Massachusetts PAs. Lighting has accounted for a significant portion of savings and benefits for the residential 
electric programs as well as the electric portfolio as a whole. Altogether, in 2016 lighting (including retail and 
direct install efforts) represented 51% of residential electric program benefits, 82% of the lifetime electric savings 
(Figure 1), and 72% of annual electric savings in the residential sector and 23% of total lifetime electric portfolio 
savings (Figure 2).  
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Figure	1.	Lighting	Savings	as	a	Portion	of	Lifetime	Residential	Electric	Savings	

	
 

Figure	2.	Residential	Lighting	Savings	as	a	Portion	of	Portfolio	Lifetime	Electric	Savings	

	
However, federal standards and market developments with associated impacts on net-to-gross ratios have 
already begun to limit the PAs’ ability to claim savings from residential lighting measures and will continue to do 
so moving forward. These developments are the logical end chapter of what is a story of the successful 
transformation of the lighting market in Massachusetts resulting from many years, dollars, and hours of 
investment by the PAs, ratepayers, and other stakeholders. While the PAs’ ability to claim savings from lighting 
will be diminished, Massachusetts businesses and residents will continue to reap the benefits of the transformed 
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lighting market and the Commonwealth will continue to benefit from reduced greenhouse gas emissions. EM&V 
research indicates that certain parts of the lighting market will likely still need some support after 2018, but for 
purposes of this program design discussion we assume claimable lighting savings for 2019-2021 will be 
negligible.1 

This reduction in claimable lighting savings represents a significant impact on program spending as well. The 
Consultants calculate $72 million per year in program spending2 will be displaced once lighting is removed from 
the total residential sector.  

Figure	3.	Residential	Lighting	Spending	by	Initiative	

 

This reduction in residential sector lifetime savings and associated spending will have implications not only for 
future participation levels and savings goals, but could also impact the workforce and market delivering the 
program. While incremental changes and enhancements to the residential programs are possible under this 
scenario, the scale of lost EISA lighting measures would necessitate a tripling of deployment of other measures 
using the current program delivery model to maintain similar total plan budget, savings and benefit levels. This is 
not plausible based on current information about program delivery and potential--there simply is no opportunity 
even close to comparable with lighting. The sections below describe in more detail the historic cost and savings 
results from residential lighting as well as the potential impact the reduction in claimable lighting savings might 
have on these metrics. 

																																																								
1 While it is unlikely that lighting savings will completely zero out starting in 2019, the PAs and Consultants agree the savings 
will be dramatically lower. For purposes of this program design discussion, rather than engaging in the time-consuming and 
speculative effort of projecting the actual timeline and level of savings decrease (an exercise that will need to be undertaken 
in coming months as savings goals are set) we present our scenarios on the assumption that lighting savings will essentially 
be zero in 2019-2021. 
2 To arrive at the total residential lighting spending value for 2016, the Consultant Team relied on data from the most recently 
available 2016 evaluated BCR models. The Team developed a master measure level spreadsheet to determine the incentive 
costs associated with the lighting for each of the residential initiatives. We’ll note that some costs related to lighting may be 
included in budget categories that are reported and tracked at the initiative level. We have not attempted to isolate and 
estimate these costs. 
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Retail Lighting 
The retail lighting initiative, in which the PAs provide upstream incentives to buy down the purchase cost of 
lighting measures at retail establishments including big box retailers and hardware stores, has for a number of 
years been the go-to source of savings for the residential electric sector and a significant contributor for the 
electric portfolio as a whole.  

SAVINGS 
In 2016, retail lighting represented 60% of the residential sector lifetime electric savings, consistent with the 
average 2013-2015 percent of sector savings. As a percent of the total electric portfolio savings, the retail lighting 
initiative accounted for 17% of the electric savings achieved in 2016, the largest residential initiative contribution 
to portfolio savings over the 2013-2016 timeframe. The PAs 2017-2018 plan values call for even greater 
contributions from retail lighting, topping out in 2017 with an expected contribution of 23% to portfolio lifetime 
electric savings. These statistics are set forth in Table 1: 

Table	1.	Retail	Lighting	Initiative	Savings	

	
2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	

2017	
(Planned)	

2018	
(Planned)	

Lifetime	Savings	(MWh)	 1,698,937	 2,239,634	 2,551,940	 2,425,167	 3,057,159	 2,767,076		

%	of	Residential	Electric	
Lifetime	Savings	

62%	 60%	 56%	 60%	 68%	 67%	

%	of	Portfolio	Electric	
Lifetime	Savings	

14%	 17%	 14%	 17%	 23%	 19%	

 

COSTS 
The impact of potential reductions in the retail lighting initiative as a portion of the residential and portfolio electric 
spending are smaller than the savings impacts as a percent of current sector and portfolio spending. This is 
largely a function of the lower cost per kWh of retail lighting ($0.02/kWh lifetime and $0.11/annual) as compared 
to the other residential initiatives and to the residential sector as a whole ($0.052 lifetime) (see Figure 4 below). 
With portfolio cost to achieve of $0.037 retail lighting is one of the cheapest sources of kWh savings in the Mass 
Save portfolio.  
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Figure	4.	Residential	Costs	to	Deliver	by	Initiative	

 

Table 2 shows that although the Retail Lighting Initiative spending increased from 2013-2016, it only represented 
20% of the residential electric program spending and 8% of the electric portfolio spending in 2016.  

Table	2.	Lighting	Initiative	Spending	
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As noted in Table 2 above, over $34 million in Retail Lighting Initiative incentives were paid to retailers and 
manufacturers to increase the sales of LEDs in Massachusetts retailers. However, the decline in these incentive 
expenditures should not result in a large change in projected LED sales at Massachusetts retailers over the 
Three-Year Plan period. This assumes that the PAs’ exit from the retail lighting market, or specific market 
segments, is consistent with the transformation of these markets and market segments. To ensure this, the PAs 
and Council Evaluation Consultants are undertaking a number of ongoing market research activities to inform the 
orderly transition out of the Residential lighting market. 

In summary, with negligible claimable lighting savings in 2019-2021, a significant course of inexpensive savings is 
gone and the retail lighting initiative will remain a small fraction of its recent self. 
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Whole House Program and Direct Install Lighting 
Lighting savings also contribute a majority of lifetime electric savings (66%) for the Whole House Program, which 
is comprised of the Home Energy Services (HES), Multi-family Retrofit, New Construction and Behavioral 
Initiatives. No cost (to the customer) direct install lighting is a key component of the program design for HES, 
Multi-family Retrofit, and New Construction. When those savings are no longer available, electric savings 
decrease significantly, cost to deliver may increase if other lower cost measures do not offset higher cost 
measures, and the availability of no-cost lighting measures as a focal point of PA marketing will be lost. In this 
section we outline the resulting impacts not only for the program, but also for the customers and contractors. 

Home Energy Services 

SAVINGS 
Historically, direct install lighting measures have accounted for a large portion of the attributable savings achieved 
through HES. On average, lighting measures accounted for more than 75% of lifetime HES electric savings 
between 2013 and 2016. The average number of lighting measures installed per HEA has grown over the past 
several years. Between 2013 and 2016, the average number of lighting measures per Home Energy Assessment 
(HEA)/audit has increased and installations have transitioned from CFLs to LEDs. 

Although HES has provided fewer lighting savings than the Retail Lighting program, it has still accounted for a 
significant amount--an average of 17% of the residential sector’s electric savings and 4% of portfolio electric 
savings. If lighting measures were no longer claimable through HES, savings in 2016 would have been reduced 
by over 750,000 MWh, with an additional 1,000,000+ MWh planned for 2017-2018. In addition, there is a 
possibility that the absence of free lighting as a lure to customers to get an HEA could decrease participation and 
therefore savings. There is not information specifically available to help us assess this.  

Table	3.	Evaluated	and	Future	Planned	HES	Initiative	Savings	

	
2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	

2017	
(Planned)	

2018	
(Planned)	

Lifetime	HES	Savings	
(MWh)	 436,472	 733,629	 1,196,068	 975,850	 826,601	 779,352	

Lifetime	HES	Savings	
from	Lighting	(MWh)	

300,727		 564,078		 984,960		 759,815		 571,629		 519,291		

Lighting	Savings	as	a	%	of	
HES	Savings	

69%	 77%	 82%	 78%	 69%	 67%	

HES	Lighting	%	of	
Residential	Electric	
Savings	

11%	 15%	 22%	 19%	 13%	 13%	

HES	Lighting	%	of	
Portfolio	Electric	Savings	 3%	 4%	 6%	 5%	 4%	 4%	

 

COSTS 
From a cost perspective, lighting offered through the HES initiative represented an average of 9% of residential 
electric spending and 4% of electric portfolio spending as seen in Table 4. This does not include audit fees paid to 
auditors, which are included in the “Sales, Technical Assistance & Training” (STAT) aggregated budget category 
in the HES- RCS line item.  
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Table	4.	HES	Initiative	Spending	

	
2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	

2017	
(Planned)	

2018	
(Planned)	

HES	Initiative	Spending	
($)	 $77,578,224		 $89,773,098		 $101,427,251		 $80,376,900		 $111,740,730		 $116,789,716		

HES	Lighting	Spending	
($)	 $12,682,933		 $16,722,859		 	$24,531,454		 $22,247,481		 $20,799,715		 $21,131,513		

Lighting	Spending	as	a	
%	of	HES	Spending	 16%	 19%	 24%	 28%	 19%	 18%	

HES	Lighting	%	of	Res	
Electric	Spending	 7%	 8%	 11%	 10%	 8%	 8%	

HES	Lighting	%	of	
Portfolio	Electric	
Spending	

3%	 3%	 4%	 4%	 3%	 3%	

 

Removing lighting from HES using 2013-2016 electric savings and costs results in a 169%-330% increase in the 
cost to deliver (see Appendix A). Nonetheless, initial BCR model analysis by the Consultants suggests that the 
HES electric initiative would still be cost-effective. 

Although a smaller portion of spending than the Retail Lighting Initiative, the reduction in spending from the loss of 
HES direct install lighting measures could have implications for the business proposition to HES contractors. In 
2016, 68% ($288 out of $423 per HEA) of the HES spending paid to contractors came from lighting measures 
offered through the program. Note that these figures are all-in costs inclusive of product costs. With less money 
available to contractors per HEA it is not clear whether the program will be able to sustain a model where 
contractors can make money doing HEAs without changes. Rather, HEAs could become a loss leader for both the 
program and the contractors, with contractor profits coming from customer sales of other measures. This likely 
sales-oriented future state suggests a need to examine the delivery model for HES for all contractor-provided 
Mass Save services to ensure alignment with contractors’ value proposition and business model. 

Other Initiatives with Direct Install Lighting: Multi-Family Retrofit And New Construction 
Although the Multi-family Retrofit and New Construction initiatives contributed only 2.7% and 3.6% of electric 
residential sector savings respectively in 2016, they serve important residential market segments with customers 
who will continue to require services in the future. The complexity and challenges of serving the multi-family 
sector have prompted a fair share of attention by the Consultants and Council. In July, the Consultant Team 
presented to the EEAC regarding its concerns about the viability of the current Multi-family Retrofit Initiative 
without claimable lighting savings. These concerns were predicated on several findings: 

→ In 2016, lighting contributed 74% of the annual and 64% of the lifetime electric savings for the 
Residential Multi-Family Retrofit Initiative 

→ The 2016 evaluated BCRs for both the commercial and residential Multi-family Retrofit Initiatives 
were less than 1.0 (not cost effective) 

→ Although intended to serve as a whole building program, recent preliminary multi-family 
evaluation findings indicate a large number of multi-family participants view the initiative as a free 
lighting retrofit program 

Barring a change in course, the PAs will be challenged to continue to offer electric multi-family retrofit services in 
2019-2021. While the Consultants expect the removal of lighting savings will have less of an impact on the new 
construction initiative due to its relative size and successful whole building focus, it is clear that electric savings 
from this segment will also be reduced. The Multi-family and New Construction Initiatives will be discussed in 
greater detail at later workshops. 
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Job Impacts 
With the loss of an estimated $72 million per year in residential program spending, an obvious question is what 
the impacts will be on program-related employment, both directly and indirectly supported by the program. Two 
areas of potential impact we have noted are on the virtual deletion of the retail lighting initiative and the removal of 
direct install lighting from the HES, Multi-family Retrofit, and New Construction Initiatives. The Consultants’ 
assessment is that installation of light bulbs through HES alone required the work of more than 100 full time 
equivalents in 2016. The Consultants have attempted to estimate additional job impacts, but do not have access 
to the type of information necessary to make this calculation. In discussions with the PAs, there is agreement that 
maintaining employment opportunities supported by the program is a high priority. We can also anticipate the 
need for re-training—e.g., of the current HES and multi-family workforces as their job functions shift away from 
installing light bulbs and possibly other instant savings measures to a more sales-oriented delivery model or even 
to other programs including those focused on small business. It is also possible that if light bulbs are no longer 
installed at the time of a Home Energy Assessment, an Energy Specialist will have time to engage with the 
customer more directly and potentially schedule more visits in a day than was possible with the inclusion of light 
bulbs in the initiative. Further assessment of the job impacts question is certainly warranted. 

Residential Gas Programs 
The EEAC has heard extensively from the Consultants regarding the expected impacts to the electric portfolio 
from the decrease in claimable lighting savings. The Consultants’ expectation is that the net market and 
regulatory impacts on residential gas savings will likely be negligible in 2019-2021. However, given the integrated 
(electric and gas) delivery models for the whole house initiatives there could be significant impacts on gas 
program delivery, with implications for savings as well. 

A major reason for the expectation of negligible savings impacts is that the residential gas sector is much less 
reliant than the electric sector is on a single measure/end use for its savings (see chart below). None of these 
savings opportunities is expected to largely disappear as lighting savings will over the 2019-2021 Plan timeframe. 

Figure	5.	2018	Planned	Lifetime	Gas	Savings	(Eversource	and	National	Grid)	

	

One area that might see decreased gas savings is the area of residential new construction (RNC). Updated 
baseline information and diminished code compliance savings could both contribute lower initiative savings. We 
have seen evidence of this in adjoining states (RI and CT) that are wrestling with higher baselines and diminished 
code compliance savings (RI).  

Barring major concerns about a lost source of savings, the main question that arises is what are the implications 
for the integrated programs absent lighting savings? While the gas PAs probably care little about the loss of retail 
lighting savings, the implications on gas PAs for the Whole House Program without lighting savings are less clear 
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and should be further assessed through EM&V and other efforts. Will the loss of no-cost LEDs as an HES 
marketing tool lower overall HES participation, including that for gas? How might changes in the audit process 
affect gas programs? HES represents 53% of planned 2018 Residential lifetime gas savings, so any decrease in 
HES savings could have a significant impact on sector-level savings. It is possible that a shrinking of electric 
savings could shrink gas savings as well. 

OTHER FACTORS SUPPORT SIGNIFICANT PROGRAM INNOVATION IN 2019-2021 
As an alternative to shrinking the program, an “Innovation Scenario” embraces the opportunity to re-think the 
existing programs, seeking to add new products, services, and delivery channels under a refreshed program 
model and platform. In this context, the residential programs can mitigate an expected decrease in savings or 
increase in cost to deliver from lighting by continuing to serve a similar number of customers with a similar budget 
of cost-effective measures and similar customer bill impacts. This approach opens the door to support broad-
based innovation at the foundational level of program design and delivery as a means of accessing new and 
untapped channels to capture cost-effective energy savings. It also affords an opportunity to update the program’s 
customer engagement approach by leveraging technological advances and to address cultural shifts that demand 
better access to real-time, self-service, multi-channel control on the part of the consumer. With 2016 evaluated 
BCRs of 2.17 (electric) and 1.70 (gas) for the total residential sector and 3.39 (electric) and 2.15 (gas) for HES, 
there is opportunity for maintaining cost effectiveness at the sector and initiative level for DPU purposes while 
pursuing new innovative approaches, depending on the costs and benefits of these new, innovative approaches. 

The following sections describe both challenges and opportunities to be addressed in the next three-year plan. 

Creating a Vision for the Future 
The state of the art in residential energy efficiency program design and implementation is emerging at a rapid 
pace, with many key players in the industry undergoing radical restructuring to maintain a sustainable future for 
energy efficiency as a resource. New York and California are currently working through statutorily-driven 
overhauls of their program delivery infrastructure, while entities like the Tennessee Valley Authority and Arizona 
Public Service have, in recent years, embarked on implementing novel approaches to capturing, tracking, and 
interacting with customers and service providers by leveraging advanced technology platforms and adopting new 
ways of managing the customer and contractor relationship. 

While each of these entities is driven by its own unique set of drivers and works within its own unique set of 
constraints, there are common threads we can focus on as we consider a possible future vision for 
Massachusetts. These common focal points include a program design that is:  

→ Customer centric 

→ Contractor/market driven 

→ Technology enhanced 

→ Cost effective 

To assist in developing a vision for the future of the Mass Save residential programs that is consistent with these 
common goals and with the (GCA’s) Community Act’s mandate to achieve all cost effective energy efficiency and 
demand reduction (M.G.L. c. 25, sec. 21), the PAs have worked collaboratively with the Consultants to describe a 
short list of “desired outcomes” that can serve as guideposts in the planning process. These are: 

→ Build off existing infrastructure of service providers where possible 

→ Engage businesses and service providers across the supply chain in ways that address their 
value proposition, combining direct delivery of services with business to business relationships 

→ Engage customers via multiple channels and across all home energy related transactions and be 
responsive to their desires and value proposition 

→ Enable customers to understand, take control, and optimize their own energy use 
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→ Create a technology-enhanced engagement experience for customers and business partners 

→ Maintain Massachusetts’ #1 ACEEE ranking for energy efficiency 

Key Innovation Opportunities for Consideration 
In the next 3-year plan, we will need to intensify efforts to achieve all cost effective energy efficiency and demand 
reduction and contend with two significant shifts in the consumer market for energy efficiency services. Evolving 
markets in other regions are trending toward a more holistic and integrated view of energy resource management 
exploring new areas in demand management, strategic/beneficial electrification, and commodity level exchange of 
energy efficiency benefits. The consumer market is increasingly reliant on technology-enabled information 
gathering and decision-making. And, the loss of the claimable lighting savings in our programs avails 
Massachusetts of a workforce that can be leveraged to support new energy savings delivery models. To maintain 
a state-of-the-art Mass Save program in light of these market shifts, the consultants have identified three key 
strategic innovation opportunity areas addressing each of the three themes for consideration by the EEAC and 
PAs for the 2019-2021 plans: 

→ INNOVATION OPPORTUNITY 1: Whole Home/Building Approaches 

→ INNOVATION OPPORTUNITY 2: New Measures/Strategies 

→ INNOVATION OPPORTUNITY 3: Data-Driven Customer Acquisition and Engagement 
Strategies/Technology Platform and Interface Modernization 

 

INNOVATION OPPORTUNITY 1: WHOLE HOME/BUILDING APPROACHES 
The current Mass Save program offers a wide range of services and energy saving opportunities to residential 
customers and consistently provides those services at a scale that is unparalleled nationally. The PAs are 
continually testing new features and making adjustments in efforts to overcome market and delivery challenges 
and improve the customer’s overall experience. The foundation of this success rests on a legacy originating 
nearly thirty years ago in demand side management programs operated by Boston Edison and Massachusetts 
Electric in the 1990’s. At that time, the energy efficiency market in Massachusetts was virtually untapped, 
compact fluorescent lighting was just emerging on the market to mixed reviews, the use of blower doors and air 
sealing in homes was a nascent technology, and the contractor base to deliver such services was non-existent. 
The use of lead vendors for implementation and deployment, the standardized energy audit, and direct installation 
of measures including no-cost air sealing were all born out of that market. While this legacy has clearly withstood 
the test of time, as we look to a future with an increasing need to deliver more savings from non-lighting sources, 
a national market where home performance is a recognized trade with established standards and credentialing, 
and the opportunity to leverage exciting new technology-enabled customer engagement strategies, we have a 
unique opportunity to reconsider legacy approaches to create an updated program framework, establish new 
market delivery channels, and refresh the approach and relationship with customers. 

In this section, we will focus on opportunities as they relate primarily to the 1-4 unit retrofit programs, but many of 
the basic ideas are transferable to multi-family applications and potentially new construction as well. 

Customer Experience 
From a customer perspective, HES currently serves as the gateway to many services including early retirement 
HVAC upgrades and many HEAT loan financed measures. For weatherization work, the prescriptive nature of the 
current HES program simplifies the decision-making process, as there are fewer choices and no need to compare 
prices, or even find a contractor. At the same time, the prescriptive model limits choices for certain customers, 
making it difficult to optimize improvement strategies for those looking for options outside the prescribed set of 
eligible measures (e.g. spray foam insulation). This system also largely leaves it to the customer to follow through 
on HVAC measures, address pre-weatherization barriers, and follow a multi-step process (Consultants’ 
assessment is 7 or more steps) to obtain a HEAT loan.  

Looking at the current home assessment approach, this prescribed model puts heavy emphasis on the installation 
of Instant Savings Measures (ISMs), including lighting, and the “sale” of weatherization measures that are free no 
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cost or highly discounted. This approach is designed to capture the most cost-effective energy savings 
opportunities but ultimately may be leaving other opportunities to capture all cost-effective energy savings behind. 
It also leaves a vacuum in the program once claimable lighting savings are no longer available. 

The following table provides an overview of the requirements and incentives available to residential 1-4 customers 
for the most common energy efficiency measures installed under the Mass Save program: 
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Table	5.	Residential	Efficiency	Measure	Requirements	and	Incentives	

Initiative	 Measure	Descriptions	 Requirements	and	Incentives	 Customer	Responsibility	

HES	 Electric	measures:	CFL	and	LED	light	
bulbs,	power	strips	
DHW	measures:	Showerheads,	
aerators	
	Heating	measures:	Programmable	+	
wireless	thermostats	

Direct	Install,	Instant	Savings	
Measures	(ISMs)	
	
Cost	to	customer:	No	cost	(except	
for	wireless	thermostats)	

Get	a	Home	Energy	Assessment	
(HEA)	

HES	 Air	sealing	
Duct	sealing	(NEW)	

Installed	by	HES	qualified	contractor	
	
Customer	cost:	No	cost	

Get	HEA,	sign	contract,	program	
coordinates	installation	visit	

HES	 Insulation:	prescriptive	list	of	eligible	
measures	for	attics,	walls,	and	
foundations	

Installed	by	HES	qualified	
contractor,	may	be	combined	with	
air	sealing,	fixed	pricing	
	
Customer	cost:	
instant	rebate	of	75%	up	to	$2k	
(limited	offer	currently	of	no	cap	for	
select	PAs)	,	balance	financed	@	0%	
	
Enhanced	incentive	for	moderate	
income	customers	and	for	landlords	
through	renter	initiative:	90%	of	
insulation	cost	up	to	$3k	

Get	HEA,	sign	contract,	
program	coordinates	installation	visit	
	
Moderate	income	customers	must	
also	complete	a	moderate	income	
qualification	process	

HES	 Appliance	early	replacement	for	
refrigerators	and	clothes	washers	

Existing	appliances	must	be	
metered	and/or	verified	at	time	of	
HEA	
	
Customer	cost:	$150	rebate	for	
refrigerator,	$350	for	clothes	
washer,	with	enhanced	incentives	
of	$200	and	$400	respectively	for	
moderate	income	customers	and	
renters	

Get	an	HEA,	purchase	eligible	
equipment,	apply	for	rebate	
	
Moderate	income	customers	must	
also	complete	a	moderate	income	
qualification	process	and	must	first	
complete	insulation	
recommendations	

Heating	&	
Cooling,	
but	must	
go	through	
HES	

Heating	system	early	replacement	
(any	fuel)	
	
Oil/propane	heating	systems	

Installed	by	any	licensed	contractor,	
Market	pricing,	rebates	vary	by	
equipment	type	up	to	$3.5k	
	
Customer	cost:	balance	after	post-
installation	rebate,	may	be	financed	
@	0%	

Get	an	HEA,	find	a	contractor,		
get	bid(s),	get	loan	authorization	with	
program,	apply	for	loan	with	bank,	
arrange	installation,	apply	for	rebate	
(6-8	weeks)	

Heating	&	
Cooling	
(outside	
HES)	

Heating,	cooling,	and	DHW	
equipment	replacement:	replace	on	
failure	or	end	of	useful	life	

Installed	by	any	licensed	contractor,	
market	pricing,	rebates	vary	by	
equipment	type	up	to	$1.6k	
	
Customer	cost:	balance	after	post-
installation	rebate,	may	be	financed	
@	0%	

Find	a	contractor,	get	bid(s),		
get	loan	authorization	with	program,	
apply	for	loan	with	bank,	arrange	
installation,	apply	for	rebate	(6-8	
weeks)	

HEAT	Loan	 Heating	equipment	(furnaces,	
boilers,	heat	pumps,	and	controls),	
water	heaters	(various	types	
including	heat	pump	water	heaters	
and	solar),	central	air	conditioners,	
heat	pumps	(ducted	and	ductless),	
insulation	and	air	sealing,	
replacement	windows	

0%	loan	of	up	to	$25K	toward	
qualified	energy	efficient	home	
improvements	with	terms	up	to	7	
years,	depending	on	Program	
Administrator	and	loan	provider	
	
Must	be	verified	and/or	remedied	
by	any	licensed	contractor	

Find	contractor(s)	and	obtain	signed	
proposal,	apply	for	HEAT	loan,	pay	
for	balance,	arrange	work,	contact	
program	when	complete	and	receive	
verification	
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Expanded	
HEAT	loan	
and	grant	

Pre-weatherization	barriers	grant:	
knob	and	tube	wiring	
decommissioning,	asbestos	
abatement	(including	vermiculate	
removal),	moisture	mitigation	
Loans	for:		
Deeper	weatherization	measures,	2-4	
unit	buildings	wood	pellet	boilers	

Cost	to	customer	for	grant:	balance	
after	grant	up	to	$3K,	and	up	to	$1K	
financed	@	0%	
Expanded	HEAT	loan:	0%	loans	of	
up	to	$50K	depending	on	the	
measure	
	
Funded	by	DOER	

Contact	Energy	Specialist	or	HEAT	
Loan	administrator	for	customer’s	PA	
to	learn	program	requirements	and	
comply	with	them	

 

One can see from this table that the level of incentive as well as the level of program oversight and customer 
assistance varies significantly both by measure type and initiative. Most notably, insulation and air sealing 
measures are tightly controlled within the HES framework, while HVAC rebates are primarily market driven with 
few process requirements beyond selecting eligible equipment. From the program perspective, there is logic to 
this construct of the legacy program design based on considerations such as quality control, ensuring appropriate, 
safe installation of weatherization measures, and current experience working with contractors who customers 
associated with the Mass Save brand. But, from the consumer’s perspective, the differing requirements and 
approaches for various types of home improvements can be confusing and difficult to understand. According to 
the 2015 HES process evaluation, 75% of the 965 participants surveyed were very satisfied with their HES 
experience, yet 33% said incentives and offerings were “somewhat” easy (vs. “very” easy) to understand. In the 
wake of this evaluation the PAs streamlined the materials a customer receives at the audit, but have not 
fundamentally reassessed the core program design. 

To further inform potential changes to the program’s customer engagement strategies we can look to 
opportunities to improve the customer’s overall experience by capturing savings via multiple points of entry and 
delivery channels. Program administrators across the country—including California, the southeast (TVA), and 
here in Massachusetts--are testing and deploying promising customer approaches, including performance based 
options, enhanced market engagement, and multi-channel options supporting customers who choose to engage 
in energy saving improvements at their own pace while pursuing deeper savings over time. DOER is currently 
pursuing a limited pilot program to offer more market-oriented, performance-based whole house services. In the 
DOER pilot, an incentive will be paid to customers based on total savings ($/MMBtu) rather than on a measure-
by-measure basis by comparing modeled incentives to bill savings post installation. Eversource, in the meantime, 
is looking at ways to capture customers via the HVAC channel by using the HVAC replacement market as a 
gateway to more comprehensive program participation. Both of those efforts hold promise for tapping customers 
in new ways and enabling offers that cover the spectrum of customer needs. 

Figure 6 provides a vision for how the key elements of the current Mass Save structure might change to improve 
upon the holistic customer experience. 

Figure	6.	Mass	Savings	Structure	and	Opportunities	
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To address opportunities to improve the customer experience and facilitate installation of deeper 
measures, there are several approaches to be considered for the 2019-2021 plan: 

• A clearer path for the customer, requiring fewer steps, expediting approval processes, and 
offering both single path and incremental options for customers 

• More consistent rules (incentives, delivery channels, etc.) between weatherization and HVAC 
work, helping customers take full advantage of program offers while meeting their own goals 

 

Contractor and Vendor Experience 
According to the data filed with the 2016 Plan Year Report, HES technicians installed over 2.3 million light bulbs 
in 2016. By the Consultants calculations, this job function alone represents approximately more than 100 full time 
equivalent jobs for vendors and contractors providing services to HES. The elimination of this service from the 
program represents an opportunity to reconsider how that investment of program and contractor resources might 
be reallocated to new and different delivery models while at the same time addressing improvement opportunities 
identified through evaluation research.  

In addition to the developments related to lighting savings, other evaluation and market developments suggest it 
is a good time to assess the future viability of current ISM practices. As consumer electronics and 
communications technologies change (e.g. Bluetooth tablets and Netflix vs. desktop workstations and set-top 
cable boxes), the usefulness of smart power-strips as an energy savings measure is rapidly diminishing. Two 
evaluation studies currently under way here in Massachusetts will provide additional information on whether 
current savings per measure will be sustained. And preliminary evaluation results for the HES Process Evaluation 
being conducted now in Massachusetts suggest that some vendors may pick and choose which ISMs they focus 
on and follow inconsistent procedures when determining what to offer the customer, sometimes even leaving 
behind uninstalled products. If borne out in the final evaluation report these practices prompt questions regarding 
the value of offering these measures once lighting is no longer available. As a result, it may be time to consider a 
future where ISMs are no longer part of the standard program offer and/or of the energy audit process. Such a 
change would necessitate a fundamental shift in the way energy audits are utilized and a re-programming of the 
role of the auditor. 

Preliminary evaluation results for the HES Process Evaluation also suggest the current contractor workforce often 
stays within the prescriptive lines of the eligible measure list. The ability of technicians to fully diagnose a home to 
identify energy savings opportunities is inherently restricted by the prescriptive framework. In some cases, tightly 
controlled audit procedures can become a barrier to addressing the customer’s actual needs. It is the Consultants’ 
experience that energy audits can be art as much as science, and eligible measure lists can become a distraction 
from diagnosing the home itself, motivating some vendors to miss or dismiss improvements the home may need 
because it would require “off list” measures. On the other hand, there have also been examples of HPCs placing 
too heavy a focus on selling measures off the prescriptive list that might not be fully appropriate or in the 
customer’s best interests. The loss of lighting savings provides an opening for a refocus of the audit process with 
the benefit of close examination of lessons learned in recent years of program administration and management 
and from the HES Process Evaluation once finalized. 
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To address opportunities to maintain robust contractor participation opportunities and boost sales of 
deeper measures, there are several approaches to be considered for the 2019-2021 plan, including: 

• A sales-oriented model for HES contractors in which the audit is approached as a loss leader to 
generate more savings opportunities based on the customers’ specific needs including 
customization and trade-offs 

• Integration with the contractor’s business model by establishing business-friendly systems and 
incentive structures and rewarding innovative solutions that appropriately meet customers’ 
needs 

 

Questions for Additional Consideration During Plan Development Process 

→ What structural issues exist in the current program framework that create barriers or introduce 
complexity and what can we do to remedy those issues? 

→ Are there alternatives to a one-size-fits-all audit model that can be used to better serve all 
customers at the level they need? 

→ What program silos (e.g. HVAC and weatherization, whole house and products, etc.) create 
unnecessary barriers and what steps need to be taken to eliminate them? Where does it make 
sense to continue to provide multiple path options (e.g. emergency replacement of HVAC vs. 
early/planned replacement)? 

→ How do we engage a broader range of contractors in providing whole house services in the future 
while still maintaining high standards and cost-effectiveness? 

→ Do audits automatically become loss leaders in a post-lighting world? What issues should be 
considered as the program and service providers make that transition? 

→ What processes are in need of further streamlining and how can technology systems help 
facilitate faster cycle times and reduce attrition (e.g. more automated, faster HEAT loan 
processes; connecting customers with specialized contractors to overcome pre-weatherization 
barriers, etc.) 

→ How can customer segmentation be more widely used to engage more customers in the program 
with the specific services they are seeking when they are seeking them? What customer 
segments seem most promising for such an approach? 

→ What mechanisms can be used to capture customers making any energy-related transactions, 
and set them on a path to greater energy savings in the future? 

INNOVATION OPPORTUNITY 2: NEW MEASURES/STRATEGIES 
In 2016 the PAs provided more than 75,000 full home energy assessments and reported more than 4,000,000 
residential program participants.3 Massachusetts ratepayers have been well served by the PAs’ energy efficiency 
programs over the years, but recent policy, technological and market developments suggest the time is right to 
think more broadly of opportunities to leverage and expand these energy efficiency efforts that are touching so 
many customers’ homes. The opportunities noted below present an opportunity to advance service to the 
customer and to deliver energy efficiency and active demand management for the Commonwealth pursuant to the 
Green Communities Act while also supporting objectives of the Global Warming Solutions Act. As such they merit 
further consideration for how they might be addressed in the 2019-2021plan. 

 
																																																								
3 This participation total includes large contributions by retail lighting and behavior. 
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Fuel Switching 
Currently, efficiency funds are not used to influence customer fuel choice when installing efficient HVAC or 
domestic hot water (DHW) equipment that are incentivized by the energy efficiency programs. Similarly, the PAs 
do not attempt to influence fuel choice in new homes through the Residential New Construction Initiative. The 
consultants and the PAs have been working together to assess the potential for fuel switching. Subject to DPU 
approval, the 2019-2021 Plan will include promotion of some forms of fuel switching. A customer will be able to 
choose energy efficiency services regardless of current or desired fuel, as long as the equipment or upgrade is to 
efficient equipment and is cost-effective.      

For the purposes of the 2019-2021 Plan, there continues to be discussion about the scope of “fuel switching” 
activities in the plan. Fuel switching as a general concept encompasses both strategic (sometimes referred to as 
“beneficial”) electrification--the use of efficient electric technologies to displace fossil fuels--and the conversion of 
fuel oil and propane end uses to natural gas.  

Interest in fuel switching is being driven by a number of factors, including, but not limited to: 

→ Opportunities for customer cost savings 

→ Opportunities for net source energy savings on a common metric –Btu, therm or kWh equivalent,  

→ Increased natural gas availability and the aforementioned efforts by the gas utilities to increase 
gas sales (where they have sufficient distribution capacity to do so) 

→ Customer interest in using cleaner fuels 

→ Policy maker interest in promoting low carbon technologies as the grid becomes increasingly 
decarbonized to help meet the Commonwealth’s aggressive greenhouse gas reduction goals 
under the Global Warming Solutions Act 

In addition to oil to gas conversions, much of the interest in residential fuel switching is being driven by the 
increased availability of efficient electric heating (heat pumps) and hot water (heat pump water heaters) 
technologies. The 2016 Ductless Mini Split Heat Pump impact evaluation suggests that significant amounts of 
fossil fuel savings can be realized through the application of these technologies (e.g., partial displacement of 
existing heating systems by heat pumps), even though these technologies are only being incentivized – at present 
– by the PAs for their electric efficiency savings. 

Recent changes in the Residential Conservation Services (RCS) regulations will require the PAs to offer “fuel 
neutral rewards”. The regulations define “Fuel Neutral Reward” as a “financial incentive or rebate provided to 
Residential Customers, regardless of the fuels being used in the building, that facilitates the implementation of 
Program Measures.” The changes clarify that fuel switching is anticipated by the RCS regulations and not 
precluded by existing statute. Further information on the implementation of the RCS regulations will be addressed 
in the revised RCS guidelines, which are now under development.  

Additionally, Commonwealth clean energy policy has made available incentives for certain technologies that will 
likely be complementary to future PA fuel switching offers when customers are making investment decisions:	

→ The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (CEC) offers substantial incentives for the installation of 
efficient “clean heating and cooling technologies”; specifically air and ground source heat pumps, 
wood and pellet-fueled stoves, boilers and furnaces, and solar hot water 
(http://www.masscec.com/residential/clean-heating-and-cooling).  

→ Mass CEC’s HeatSmart program (offered in partnership with DOER) “seeks to increase the 
adoption of small-scale clean heating and cooling technologies in participating communities 
through a competitive solicitation process that aggregates homeowner buying power to lower 
installation prices for participants.”4 Eligible technologies include solar thermal, biomass heating 
cold-climate air source heat pumps, and ground-source heat pumps. 

																																																								
4 http://www.masscec.com/heatsmart-mass-0 
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→ The alternative Portfolio Standard (APS) establishes energy supplier goals for alternative energy 
systems that are not renewables. Established in 2009, the initial set of eligible technologies was 
limited to combined heat and power, flywheel storage, coal gasification, and efficient steam 
technologies. On June 2, 2017 DOER filed revised APS regulations that removed coal 
gasification and expanded eligible technologies and fuels to include air-source heat pumps, 
ground-source heat pumps, solar thermal, wood biomass, biogas, and biofuels.  

A number of jurisdictions in the Northeast are already promoting fuel switching, or planning to do so, using 
ratepayer and RGGI funds. At present, nearly all of these efforts target strategic electrification and the use of 
biomass. 

→ Vermont’s Tier 3 standards establish goals for the utilities to promote the conversion of fossil fuel 
end uses to efficient electric technologies. 

→ Vermont’s Solar Bonus program bundles PVs, fuel switching (heat pumps) and thermal shell 
improvement to displace fossil fuel use. 

→ NYSERDA is using pilots to investigate best practices for heat pump specification and installation.  
The pilots are addressing the displacement of both fossil fuels and resistance space heat. 

→ NYSERDA recently introduced ductless heat pump incentives for both fossil fuel and electric 
resistance displacement. 

→ Efficiency Maine provides heat pump incentives targeting fossil fuel displacement. 

→ Connecticut is planning development of an all-electric residential new construction package for 
2018. 

 

Subject to more detailed cost effectiveness screening, and assuming the approval by the DPU, the 
following appear to be appropriate near-term fuel switching activities to be considered for inclusion in 
the 2019-2021 Plan: 

• Propane and fuel oil to natural gas conversions for water and space heating 

• Propane and fuel oil space heating conversions to heat pumps 

• Propane and fuel oil water heating conversions to heat pump water heaters 

• Development of an all-electric Residential New Construction package 

 

These opportunities will change over time as both consumer energy prices and utility avoided costs change. 	

Any PA efforts to target fuel switching could be pursued through all electric and gas Residential and Low Income 
single family and multi-family initiatives, as well as through the Residential HVAC initiatives. Initiative incentives 
would need to be reviewed and revised, mostly upward. For example, current residential heat pump incentives 
are only intended to address the incremental cost between a more and a less efficient heat pump. For ductless 
heat pumps, incentives are $100 or $300 per indoor unit, depending on the efficiency level. These incentives will 
likely need to be increased significantly to encourage customers to install a heat pump as a retrofit item. 
Estimates for ductless heat pump installations range from approximately $3,500 to $5,500; the former cost 
representing negotiated pricing seen in Maine and the latter reflective of recent PA assumptions. 

In a targeted fuel switching effort the PAs will also need to address heat pump controls integration and customer 
education to ensure proper systems operation and proper sizing and installation to maximize heating savings and 
encourage envelope improvements to reduce heat load. The recent ductless heat pump impact study found a 
wide variation in equipment operating patterns and savings. Further, consideration should be given to 
implementing enhanced quality assurance procedures such as the checklists employed in Vermont and Maine. 
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Existing gas heating and hot water incentives are also meant to address incremental costs, not the full measure 
costs associated with early equipment replacement. However, since gas heating conversions will entail full 
equipment replacements rather than adding an additional system to achieve partial displacement, consideration 
should be given to targeting oil and propane end of life equipment replacements. This may allow for lower 
incentives as incremental costs could then be applied.  

Questions for Additional Consideration During Plan Development Process 

→ What are the Council’s objectives in supporting fuel switching?  

→ What fuel switching measures should be included in the PAs’ programs? When could cost-
effectiveness screening, including estimates of customer savings and paybacks, be completed for 
the most likely candidates? 

→ How will fuel switching incentives be aligned with RCS fuel neutral rewards?  

→ How should the PAs address opportunities where there are multiple fuel alternatives for the 
customer? 

→ Through which initiatives should fuel switching be promoted? Should an HES assessment be 
required for fuel switching in single family homes? Just for space heating? 

→ Increased use of efficient electric space and water heating technologies will increase summer and 
winter peak. How much of a concern is this and is there a way to address it? 

Active Demand Management, Storage, Electric Vehicles, and Solar Photovoltaics (PV) 
Over the last few years there has been increased interest—including from the EEAC--in modifying the operating 
patterns of customer equipment to reduce their impacts on system peak load and an increase in the nature and 
number of means for doing so. This interest is spurred in large part by grid reliability concerns and cost 
considerations. According to the State of Charge report from DOER and the Massachusetts Clean Energy Center, 
the top 1% most expensive hours accounted for 8% of Massachusetts ratepayers’ annual spend on electricity in 
2013-2015.5  

The innovations in this section heading are grouped together due to their potential to achieve active demand 
management, though they provide other potential benefits as well.  

ACTIVE DEMAND MANAGEMENT 
Active demand management activities in the residential context include control of customer owned equipment, 
providing signals to customers to encourage them to reduce equipment use on their own. Given current ISO-New 
England forecasts, active demand management activities in the region have almost exclusively targeted summer 
electric peak demand, though, as the need arises, they could address gas demand and electric winter peak 
demand. 

The concept of active demand management /demand response is not new, Under its prior nomenclature of load 
management, utilities have been controlling residential customer loads, mostly central air conditioning and electric 
hot water storage tanks, for over half a century. The Massachusetts PAs have been conducting active demand 
management in various forms since the 1980s. According to the Energy Information Administration, 9.3 million 
customers in the United States participated in demand response programs in 2014. Most of these customers 
(93%) were in the residential sector.6 The advent of Wi-Fi thermostats has increased the number and types of 
control strategies that can be employed to achieve demand reductions. For example, in anticipation of a peak 
day, a PA can raise the setpoint of a WiFi thermostat to reduce demand during the peak period. This was the 
basis of National Grid’s 2016-2018 active demand management demonstration project. 

Appliance, HVAC, and water heater manufacturers are also producing products that can be controlled either 
directly by Wi-Fi or through a Wi-Fi thermostat. For example, Nest thermostats can control certain GE and 

																																																								
5 https://www.mass.gov/files/2017-07/state-of-charge-report.pdf, p. i 
6 https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.php?id=24872  
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Whirlpool appliances and Rheem heat pump water heaters. Currently, the number of such products is small and 
the installed base is not significant, but it is expected to grow.7 For plug-in appliances like room air conditioners 
and dehumidifiers, there are plug in control modules that are Wi-Fi enabled. These are being used in pilots in 
Connecticut by United Illuminating. 

Recent, ongoing, and planned PA active demand reduction demonstration projects include: 

Table	6.	Demand	Reduction	Demonstration	Projects	

PA	 Demonstration	
Year	Of	Initial	
Deployment	 Incentive	 Evaluated	

National	Grid	
		
		
		

WiFi	Tstat	DLC	(Central	
A/C)	 		 		 		

Connected	Solutions	
2016	(Launched	
5/24/16)	

$25	enrollment/	$25	
participation	 Y	

WiFi	Tstat	DLC	(Central	
A/C)	
Nest	Rush	Hour	
Rewards	

2016	(Launched	6/9/16)	
$40	enrollment	&	
participation	 Y	

DLC	for	electric	hot	
water,	dryers,	
dehumidifiers	

Scheduled	for	
deployment	in	2017,	
but	the	manufacturer’s	
technology	was	not	
ready	

		 	

Cape	Light	
Compact	

WiFi	Tstat	DLC	(Central	
A/C)	

2016	

2016:	Free	equipment	+	
per	kWh	reduction	
payment	
	
2017:	$25	enrollment	+	
$25	event	participation	
incentive	

Y	

Behavioral	 2016	 	Paid	per	kWh	reduced	 Y	

DLC	on	DMSHP	 2017	 		 N	

Unitil	
Battery	Storage	for	
Existing	PV	systems	 Pending	DPU	approval	 		 N	

	

Additionally, DOER has planned or underway active demand management demonstration projects that will 
investigate battery storage and PV and direct control of electric vehicle battery chargers in residential settings. 

As noted above, the initial CLC and National Grid demonstrations have been evaluated. The CLC demonstration 
found that most of the 22 participants in 2016 were satisfied with the performance of their thermostat and did not 
experience a decrease in discomfort. However, there was a high opt-out rate (32%) and no statistically significant 
savings. For the summer of 2017, CLC planned to switch thermostat models, consider shorter control events - 
which would likely reduce opt-outs – and include mini-split heat pumps in the demonstration project. 

In 2016, National Grid had 1,782 participants (as of 9/30/16), of which 85% stated they would participate next 
year. The demonstration observed considerable differences in opt-out rates depending on the thermostat model 
installed. The maximum demand reduction was 775 kW, or 0.43 kW per participant. In addition to expanding the 

																																																								
7 https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/Connected%20Appliances%20Webinar%20Slide%20Deck_0.pdf		
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demo to include additional technologies to be controlled, National Grid proposed a number of demonstration 
project modifications including changes to the program design (event notification), event criteria (number, 
duration, and trigger), and improvements to the customer experience and engagement to achieve scale in terms 
of controllable demand reduction. 

Currently, there are no regulatory prohibitions to the PAs’ pursuit of active demand management activities in the 
energy efficiency programs, because the Green Communities Act authorizes support for demand resources and 
demand side management. However, GCA-authorized programs must be cost-effective, and the PAs have 
expressed concerns that the current residential active demand management demonstration projects are not cost 
effective. Several efforts are underway in parallel to explore ways to improve the cost-effectiveness analysis 
results for residential active demand management efforts, including developing updated values of avoided 
capacity cost in the next regional avoided cost study (AESC), which begins in October, considering alternative 
energy costing periods that are focused on periods of actual peak demand (and not just on time periods) in the 
same AESC study, examining the costs at scale and the customer engagement/participation for residential 
demand management strategies (informed in some cases by the demand demonstrations), and determining the 
appropriate timeframes for the streams of costs and benefits to include in the cost-effectiveness analysis. The 
active demand management strategies can also be piggybacked as an incremental strategy on energy efficiency 
programs to pursue additional demand management on top of the energy savings and demand reductions already 
being achieved through energy efficiency. The most obvious example of this additional demand management 
piggybacking opportunity is Wi-Fi thermostats, which are already being promoted in cost effective energy 
efficiency programs through the residential HES and HVAC initiatives. 

In addition to PA active demand management efforts being pursued through their efficiency programs, there is an 
ongoing grid modernization proceeding before the DPU. The outcome of this proceeding may have a direct 
impact on PA active demand management efforts. For example, implementation of advanced metering 
infrastructure could facilitate the pursuit of active demand management activities; e.g. two-way communicating 
meters could provide real-time whole house data to inform active demand reduction activities. 

Similarly, the development and offering of residential time of use/time varying rates, which are being addressed in 
a separate DPU docket, may also increase customer interest in active demand management. Currently, there is 
little financial incentive for a customer to participate in active demand management activities beyond the incentive 
offered by the PA, often a one-time, annual enrollment payment in the $25 to $40 range.  

Active demand management efforts for consideration by the PAs in the 2019-2021 Plan, subject to cost 
effectiveness, could include 

• Wi-Fi thermostat control of cooling loads 

• Control of additional equipment 

• Storage and electric vehicles as described below 

 

STORAGE 
Battery storage also represents a potential near- to mid-term active demand management opportunity, particularly 
as battery costs are projected to fall fairly substantially over the next few years. DOER’s 2016 State of Charge 
report on energy storage projects a ten-year electric storage opportunity of 1,766 MW in Massachusetts by 2024.8 
Of this available resource, the report identifies two principal opportunities for residential battery storage. The first 
is 71 MW to address resiliency during power outages. The second is 96 MW of residential behind-the-meter 
dispatchable storage. 

																																																								
8 http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/doer/state-of-charge-report.pdf  
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In 2017, the Baker Administration established a 200 Megawatt hour (MWh) energy storage target to be achieved 
by January 1, 2020. Achievement of this target is supported by several specific initiatives, including the awarding 
earlier this year of 9 grants totaling $4,690,561 to incentivize companies to demonstrate innovation in peak 
electricity and gas demand reduction and an additional $10 million for DOER’s Energy Storage Initiative for 
energy storage demonstration projects. Massachusetts utilities are involved with several of the demonstrations. 

Integration of storage with PV can help flatten out the early evening summer peak – the so-called “duck curve” - 
that has been observed in jurisdictions with significant solar resources. As noted in the above table of demand 
response demonstration projects, Unitil’s proposed demand response demonstration project would install six 
battery storage units in homes with existing PV systems. This demonstration project may provide initial data on 
the costs and benefits of integrating storage with PVs in Massachusetts. If and when time varying rates become 
available, these may also serve as an incentive for homeowners to install storage. Possible longer-term storage 
opportunities include using electric vehicles as a home’s battery storage device.  

A possible battery storage model for PA consideration is Green Mountain Power’s (GMP’s) support of Tesla 
Powerwall 2 installations as a distribution company resource. GMP is promoting battery storage for several 
reasons, consistent with the opportunities identified in State of Charge, including: 

→ Maximize onsite use of solar PV 

→ Utility controllable load for demand response. GMP refers to this as “Shared Access” 

→ Up to 8-12 hours of whole house back up in case of power outages, though this may vary 
depending on a number of factors including the types of electric loads in place, e.g., heat pumps 
and heat pump water heaters. GMP allows for up to two Powerwalls per home 

Customers have two options to have GMP and Tesla install a Powerwall 2. Customers may either pay a single 
upfront cost of $1,500 per Powerwall 2 or agree to on-bill monthly payments of $15 for ten years for each 
Powerwall 2 installed. 

Storage efforts for consideration by the PAs in the 2019-2021 Plan could include: 

• Storage incentives for active demand management 

• Preliminary PV and storage assessments during the HES home energy assessments 

• A combined solar PV/storage offer in collaboration with MassCEC 

• Storage as a custom measure in the multi-family initiative 

• An all-electric RNC initiative offer integrating storage 

 

ELECTRIC VEHICLES 
In 2013, the Governor of Massachusetts signed a memorandum of understanding with eight other states 
committing the Commonwealth to put 300,000 zero-emission vehicles on the road by 2025. As of January 1, 
2016, there were 5,610 plug-in electric vehicles (EVs) in Massachusetts.9 Given DOER estimates of electric 
vehicle sales of 100,000-150,000 in Massachusetts between 2019-2021, the need for the PAs to assess program 
implications for the 2019-2021 plan increases as well.  

EV Challenges and Opportunities 
Although increased penetration of EVs will help support statewide policy goals such as reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions, grid modernization, and integration of renewable energy sources into the grid, it will also build load on 
the electric grid. According to a 2016 study, EV charging at the eight state MOU EV penetration levels could 

																																																								
9 http://www.mass.gov/eea/docs/doer/clean-cities/ma-plug-in-electric-vehicle-and-charging-infrastructure-case-study.pdf 
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potentially add 413 MW load during the afternoon peak load period on a typical weekday in 2030.10 This would 
increase the baseline peak load by about 4 percent. By 2050 the afternoon incremental EV charging load could 
rise to 886 MW, adding nearly 9 percent to the baseline afternoon peak. Without a clear strategy to manage the 
potential increase in peak load hours, utilities may need to upgrade distribution infrastructure, which would 
increase the cost of delivering electricity.  

With sufficient coordination and planning, however, the challenges of load growth from increased penetration of 
electric vehicles can be mitigated and EVs can serve as an important load-management resource.  For example, 
electric vehicles can provide peak demand management to address electric grid reliability or economic 
challenges. This could be achieved through demand management programs that communicate with vehicles or 
charging stations.  In addition, battery storage has been a key issue related to the integration of renewables. 
Using smart-charging strategies and batteries in electric vehicles to help integrate and maximize the value of 
renewables on the grid may help to solve the challenge of energy storage in the future. A prerequisite to utilizing 
electric vehicle for load management may be the development and DPU approval of time of use (TOU) rates for 
residential customers. TOU rates send price signals to customers during times of peak usage and encourage 
them to shift charging to non-peak hours of the day.  As more people in Massachusetts use electric vehicles, 
demand management and smart-charging strategies will become important to prevent peak demand issues from 
increasing.   

Massachusetts EV Programs 
Some utilities in Massachusetts have submitted plans to undertake EV pilot programs. For example, in early 
2017, National Grid’s, Massachusetts Electric Company distribution company, petitioned (still pending) for 
approval from the DPU for an EV demonstration project to increase the number of EV charging sites at 
commercial and multi-family sites in the Company’s service territory, to educate its customers, and to collect data 
to develop future active demand management program designs.11 Eversource’s most recently filed rate case 
before the DPU also includes an investment of $45 million towards electric vehicle infrastructure and vehicle 
conversions over five years.12 If approved, the program will include offering customers a complete, turnkey 
solution to enable them to install the EV charger as well as education and outreach.  

Although utilities are currently exploring EV programs individually through distribution company (not energy 
efficiency) filings, a more coordinated effort across PAs could benefit from economies of scale with marketing, 
outreached and implementation. There may also be synergies in coordinating electric vehicle programs with 
efficiency and active demand management programs.  If multiple efforts required going into a home, it may be 
most efficient and effective to treat the energy needs of a home holistically. Further exploration of co-funding 
opportunities may be required to integrate EV deployment programs with energy efficiency and active demand 
management programs.  

Some municipalities have also undertaken efforts to promote electric vehicles. For example, Braintree Drives 
Electric is a local initiative developed to raise awareness about the benefits of EVs.13 The initiative encourages 
residents to test drive EVs; provides businesses with access to free informational sessions and support for 
installing workplace chargers; and helps the community take advantage of EV rebates and deals, and stay up to 
date on the EV market. 

EV Programs in Other States 
Numerous utilities across the country have also begun offering electric vehicle programs. While some are focused 
on placing chargers at businesses and workplaces and government facilities, others provide support for 
residential charging stations. The table below from a 2016 Southwest Energy Efficiency Project lists incentives 
offered for electric vehicles and charging states by several other utilities.14   

																																																								
10 http://mjbradley.com/sites/default/files/MA_PEV_CB_Analysis_FINAL_17nov16.pdf. Under the baseline charging scenario 
all EV owners are assumed to plug-in their vehicles and start charging as soon as they arrive at home or at work (if applicable) 
each day. 
11 http://170.63.40.34/DPU/FileRoomAPI/api/Attachments/Get/?path=17-13/Supp_Filing_21317.pdf 
12 http://170.63.40.34/DPU/FileRoomAPI/api/Attachments/Get/?path=17-05%2fESGMBC2_Investment_Plan.pdf 
13 http://www.braintreedriveselectric.com/ 
14 
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Figure	7.	Incentives	Offered	by	Utilities	for	EVs	and	Charging	Stations	

	

Efforts related to electric vehicles for consideration by the PAs in the 2019-2021 Plan could include: 

• Incentives provided for EV infrastructure such as more efficient charging stations 

• EV owners as a market segment for targeted promotion of energy efficiency services 

• EVs and smart-charging strategies for active demand management 

 

SOLAR PV OPPORTUNITIES 
With legislative and policy support, including incentives, Solar PV capacity has increased dramatically in 
Massachusetts in recent years. As of June 2017, DOER reported 71,953 projects with installed nameplate 
capacity of 1699 MW. While the PAs maintain that a clear legislative directive prevents them from using efficiency 
funds to promote renewable energy sources such as solar PV, there are several intersections between this 
generation source and energy efficiency that that are appropriate for the PAs to consider and address in the 
2019-2021 plan. 

Opportunities may exist to coordinate energy efficiency and demand response with Solar PV. Integrating solar 
with other resources can help to effectively support peak demand reduction and load shifting. One such 

																																																																																																																																																																																																
http://www.swenergy.org/data/sites/1/media/documents/publications/documents/How_Leading_Utilities_Are_Embracing_EVs_
Feb-2016.pdf 
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opportunity—using battery storage in conjunction with PV to allow homeowners to store excess production and for 
utilities to use for peak management and grid reliability purposes—is noted above.  

Moreover, when not addressed in conjunction with energy efficiency, solar systems installations may be 
oversized, ultimately costing residential customers more money than necessary. These customers in effect 
constitute a market segment meriting a targeted approach. National Grid has recognized this with the integration 
of its Community Grant Initiative with promotion of Solarize Massachusetts efforts in several communities. In 
Rhode Island, National Grid offers SolarWise Rhode Island, in which participating customers begin with a no cost 
solar PV screening as part of an energy efficiency assessment. After completion of the assessment, customers 
will be provided the assessment results, a list of potential energy savings, a solar PV screening and an invitation 
to the on-line SolarWise Marketplace, where they can request and compare offers from independent solar 
installation companies to install solar PV at their location. Customers can qualify for a bonus award of up to 10% 
from National Grid’s RE Growth Program when they reach a set level of energy savings and properly size their 
solar array to their new, smaller electric load.15 

In Vermont, the Zero Energy Now program offered by Green Mountain Power through funding provided to the 
Building Performance Professionals Association combined comprehensive home weatherization and heat pumps 
with solar PV. The 22 participating customers realized average savings of 95 MMBtu per year from the combined 
measures with an average return on investment of 11.9%.16 Coordinated efforts across PAs and program types 
could help to maximize benefits and effective program delivery.  

Opportunities for consideration in 2019-2021 include: 

• An integrated PV/storage solution 

• Co-delivery of energy efficiency services with PV installation 

 

Questions for Additional Consideration During Plan Development Process 

→ Is cost effectiveness a barrier to active demand management efforts? If so, how can it be 
overcome? 

→ Can current PA efficiency program offerings be modified to take advantage of active demand 
management opportunities and benefits, e.g., smart thermostats? Should higher incentives be 
offered for Wi-Fi enabled appliances and HVAC equipment? 

→ Are alternative storage ownership models like the Green Mountain Power/Tesla Powerwall offer 
potentially viable in MA? 

→ How can energy efficiency programs leverage the Commonwealth’s support for storage into 
opportunities for demand reduction? 

→ How can the PV industry be engaged to combine PV with storage and in co-delivery efforts? 

→ What role could and should the PAs play in addressing growing EV load? 

→ How should active demand management savings be incentivized and measured? 

INNOVATION OPPORTUNITY 3: DATA-DRIVEN CUSTOMER ACQUISITION AND 
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES/TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM MODERNIZATION 
Today’s data management and user interface technology advancements offers an exciting opportunity to create 
an entirely new user experience for customers, program business partners, and program administrators alike. 

																																																								
15 https://www.nationalgridus.com/new-energy-solutions/Community-Projects/Rhode-Island/SolarWise-Rhode-Island 
16 http://zeroenergynowvt.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/GET-Zero-Energy-Now-article.pdf 
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Meanwhile, there is a need to modernize the technology platforms used by the PAs to support the Mass Save 
program. Just as smart phones have changed not only the way that we communicate, but also our very 
expectation of the kinds of functionality a phone should offer, today’s software solutions present an opportunity to 
take customer engagement, project management, and program management to a whole new level.  Investing 
resources into an overall technological update for Mass Save has potential to: 

→ Engage and on-board customers more efficiently, using a variety of entry points 

→ Empower customers to take greater control by creating their own path to energy efficiency using 
the program as a guide 

→ Reduce administrative costs to the program and burden on the contractors and customers 

→ Reduce project cycle times by speeding up data transfer, improving data quality, and enabling 
more automated authorization processes 

→ Improve consistency in project and pipeline tracking, 

→ Improve and expedite QA/QC feedback loops 

→ Provide ease of access by customers to user-specific data and information,  

→ Supply more self-service and customization options to all end users, 

→ Generate new marketing and outreach opportunities using customer profile data to target 
messaging, and utilize new communication channels, and 

→ Increase participation rates and energy savings by simplifying the process of completing an 
improvement project, mitigating attrition points, and keeping customers engaged over time.  

→ Reduce cost and time of data collection for EM&V 

To take full advantage of this opportunity will require investments in the underlying infrastructure supporting the 
program as well as shifts in program operations and management.  

National Grid and Eversource are already making separate investments in modernizing their technology platforms 
and software to support enhanced field-based data capture and workflow tracking systems that will be ready for 
launch prior to the next three-year implementation cycle17. These systems will help streamline customer intake 
processes and enable better access to near real-time project and pipeline tracking for contractors and program 
managers. While some of the details are still in development, these systems will ultimately be capable of sharing 
data with external Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software systems as well as the statewide online 
energy assessment tool available on masssave.com as a self-service option for customers. Additional 
development is in the works to retrieve energy consumption history, rate code, and fuel assistance status, to be 
included in a customer’s profile. Additional future investment will be needed to utilize consumption data to true up 
the energy models and recommended measure prioritization viewed by the customer via the online assessment 
tool. The consultants believe these investments to be valuable and much needed, however, it is important to note 
that it is more difficult for the smaller PAs to make similar investments in their own data platforms. Ideally, the 
investments made by the two largest PAs should be leveraged to support the creation of a common Mass Save 
user interface capable of receiving and transferring data to and from other platforms. Such an interface would 
allow for customers, contractors, and potentially any user category to input and access their own information 
using a single portal regardless of which PA territory they live or work in. 

These innovations are promising and will help reduce administrative cost and burden on the program by speeding 
up customer cycle times. For example, National Grid’s software will enable automated customer validation 
procedures at intake and electronic contracts processing. Contractors should also experience reduced burden as 
duplicative data entry is eliminated and quicker turnaround of submittals and approvals is made possible. 

																																																								
17 National Grid launched its new data capture and project tracking platform September 1, 2017. 
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In addition, Eversource has been pursuing the use of customer 
profile data captured via the online audit tool to support targeted 
customer marketing and outreach, and National Grid’s system does 
this as well. This approach is enabled by the audit tool software 
provider and could be potentially be used by all PAs. All PAs already 
use an online audit tool for marketing. Using data input by the 
customer, the tool identifies prioritized measure opportunities that the 
PA can then use to send customized messaging to each customer 
that is specifically targeted and timed to their needs. Arizona Public 
Service has used this model for several years and found it to be 
highly effective when customer inputs are coupled with energy 
consumption data, which helps generate a more accurate list of 
recommendations. 

As more program administrators nationally adopt these technologies, 
the software vendors are becoming increasingly proficient at 
delivering holistic platforms capable of sharing secure data from 
multiple sources and using it to populate universally accessible 
portals and dashboards customized to each end users specific level 
of access and reporting needs. For example, the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA, see sidebar) supported development of a platform 
that interfaces with more than 150 unique utility companies in five 
states, all of whom have access to a portal that allows them to track 
their own projects and their own specific program analytics. After 
only one year of implementation, this system was successfully 
supporting over 50,000 customers, 500 contractors, and 34 Home 
Depot stores giving them access to their own portals with data and 
dashboards customized to each end use type. Opportunities to 
leverage the investment that has already been made in these 
systems by the two largest PAs to achieve a future state where all 
Mass Save customers and vendors statewide and regardless of PA 
can access a universal on-demand portal system merit careful 
examination. 

As National Grid and Eversource launch updated software platforms, 
they are collecting lessons learned. At this time, there remains 
significant work to be done to enable the wholesale change needed to offer state-of-the-art services to customers. 
By comparison, the platform used by TVA holistically engages customers by centrally capturing information about 
their energy-related purchases across all retail channels as well as direct program interactions and provides 
customized guidance to assist them in making future purchasing decisions. This system also makes deployment 
of the program far more streamlined and accessible to contractors and customers who may serve or be served by 
more than one utility company. In the southwest, Arizona Public Service uses the same basic online tool for 
customer self-assessment as Mass Save, but APS’s system automatically marries data from the online tool with 
the customer’s consumption history (if they opt to input their account number) and provides a customized analysis 
and measure prioritization. APS then uses this profile information to provide hyper-targeted, strategically timed, 
customized marketing to customers. 

The development of these new platforms will provide the basis for additional enhancements to these systems, but 
it will be important to consider the kind of functionality that will be necessary of these systems to successfully 
engage a market that can no longer rely on cheap and abundant savings from lighting retrofits. 

 

 

Example of Technology Platform 
Impact 

When the Tennessee Valley Authority 
switched from an audit-driven program 
model that was heavily dependent on 
direct installation measures to a customer-
driven technology enabled platform in 
2015, they realized a cost to achieve of 
$0.03/kWh while also maintaining a 92% 
Voice of Customer1. In year one of full 
implementation, they reduced their 
administrative burden for both the 
program and the contractors significantly 
in the following ways: 

→ 45% increase in field capacity 

→ 25% increase in installations 

83% decrease in time spent by the 
call center on customer intake 

→ 25% decrease in the time spent in the 
home to complete an assessment 

→ 76% decrease in administrative 
processing time due to improved data 
quality from the field and fewer 
applications kicked back to the 
contractor for corrections 
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In 2019-2021, efforts to modernize data management and user interface technology in support of Mass 
Save could include: 

• Stakeholder input on how and what use of technology could improve their experience with Mass 
Save 

• Lessons learned from upgrade investments by National Grid and Eversource 

• Best practices regarding use of technology from Tennessee Valley Authority, Arizona Public 
Service, and other PAs from outside Massachusetts 

• Development and funding of comparable and consistent technology experiences for all 
Massachusetts ratepayers and PAs by completion of 2019-2021 plan period 

 

   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

  
 

  

Questions for Additional Consideration During Plan Development Process 

 → What kinds of features should be built into the data management and technology system to 
 support the future vision for Mass Save?

 → How can we expedite the development of a consumer-facing integrated user interface that can be 
 used by all PAs?

 → How do we ensure that on-going investments in data system upgrades are capable of being 
 integrated with a common user interface supporting end-user access to near real-time project 
 tracking?

 → What technological advancements and capabilities should the PAs be looking to include in 
 system upgrades?

 → What new program services and customer support functionality can be offered with an upgraded 
 technology platform that should be considered by the PAs?

MEASURING SUCCESS POST LIGHTING SAVINGS 

In the 2013-2015 and 2016-2018 plans, PA savings goals were established in fuel specific terms: electric savings 
in terms of kWh saved and kWh as a percent of annual sales and gas savings in terms of therms saved and 
therms as a percent of annual sales. As we collectively reassess the residential programs in 2019-2021 with only 
negligible lighting savings and incorporation of fuel switching it is appropriate to reassess savings metrics as well. 

With as much as 82 percent of 2016-2018 residential electric lifetime savings (23% of the overall portfolio) no 
longer available to the PAs in 2019-2021 and little availability of a measure or collection of measures that can fully 
make up the gap created by transformation of the lighting market, any goal measuring only electric savings will 
likely be lower in the next plan period. At the same time, electric- and gas- specific savings goals do not fully 
recognize the full realm of energy savings in the residential and low income sectors. Figures 8 and 9 show sources 
of lifetime savings in MMBtus by fuel source in 2016 as evaluated actual results and in 2016 if all lighting savings 
were removed. Under this scenario the contribution of delivered fuels increases from 10% to 19% and contribution 
of gas increases from 29% to 59%.  
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Figure	8.	Residential	Lifetime	Energy	Savings	Sources	

 
 
Figure	9.	Residential	Lifetime	Energy	Savings	Sources	Without	Lighting	

 
 
The PAs do currently receive credit for delivered fuel savings through benefits calculations, but discussions of oil 
and propane savings opportunities receive little focused attention at the EEAC or in management committee 
meetings. With increasing focus on opportunities for fuel switching in the residential and low income sectors, it is 
also appropriate to speak to savings in broader terms than those pegged to electricity and gas. 

The Consultants and PAs have begun discussions of alternative metrics for 2019-21. The primary focus has been 
on using kwh- and therm-equivalents. In the electric programs, the fuel oil, propane, and natural gas savings (if 
not already counted by the gas PAs) would be counted as kWh-equivalent savings for electric PAs. In the natural 
gas programs, fuel oil, propane, and electric savings (if not counted by the electric PAs) would be counted as 
therm-equivalent savings for the gas PAs. When fuel switching to electric or natural gas from oil or propane, the 
oil and propane fuel savings are counted as kWh- or therm-equivalent savings as appropriate. These discussions 
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and the assessment process will continue through the fall. 

SUMMARY 
As we continue to assess the potential impacts of the removal of as much as 82% of residential electric lifetime 
savings from the PAs’ portfolio in 2019-2021 (23% of the overall portfolio), the PAs are presented with an exciting 
opportunity to reimagine the residential programs, with a wide range of potential innovations to leverage and 
expand energy efficiency services through fuel switching, demand reduction, storage, electric vehicles, and 
renewables; revising approaches to customers in 1-4 unit buildings; and modernizing the technology platform. 
The information in the briefing documents and early consideration of the discussion questions posed during the 
EEAC workshops will provide the PAs with ample fodder to assess a potential future course for 2019-2021 that 
will allow it to maintain its role as the national leader in delivering energy efficiency. 
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APPENDIX A: COST TO DELIVER HES WITH AND WITHOUT LIGHTING 

Evaluated	Results	by	Program	Year	 2013	 2014	 2015	 2016	

Retail	Lighting	

Lifetime	Savings	
(MWh)	 1,698,937	 2,239,634	 2,551,940	 2,425,167	

Initiative	
Spending	($)	 $30,160,444		 $36,745,259		 $37,756,703		 $42,313,060		

Cost	to	Deliver	
($/kWh)	 $0.018		 $0.016		 $0.015		 $0.017		

HES	Initiative	

Lifetime	HES	
Savings	(MWh)	 436,472	 733,629	 1,196,068	 975,815	

HES	Initiative	
Spending	($)	 $77,578,224		 $89,773,098		 $101,427,251		 $80,376,900		

Cost	to	Deliver	
($/kWh)	 $0.178		 $0.122		 $0.085		 $0.082		

HES	Lighting	Only	

Lifetime	HES	
Savings	from	
Lighting	(MWh)	

300,727	 564,078	 984,960	 759,815	

HES	Lighting	
Spending	($)	 $12,682,933		 $16,722,859		 $24,531,454		 $21,863,877		

Cost	to	Deliver	
($/kWh)	 $0.042		 $0.030		 $0.025		 $0.029		

HES	Without	
Lighting	

Lifetime	HES	
Savings	without	
Lighting	(MWh)	

135,745	 169,551	 211,108	 216,000	

HES	Spending	
without	Lighting	
($)	

$64,895,291		 $73,050,239		 $76,895,797		 $58,513,023		

Cost	to	Deliver	
($/kWh)	 $0.478		 $0.431		 $0.364		 $0.271		

%	change	in	HES	CTD	without	lighting	 169%	 252%	 330%	 229%	

 
	

 


